Trendsetters Mystery 2020 by Sheila Christensen Fabric Requirements
Welcome to my 2020 Trendsetters Mystery! Some of you may have seen the 2019 Quilt
on The Quilt Show. This quilt uses the same triangle techniques as last year, plus some
regular piecing.
When you join the Trendsetters Mystery you will also gain access to my private
facebook group for Trendsetters, where you can share your progress with other
quilters, ask questions and see what others have been doing.
This quilt is lots of fun to make, and you can choose from three sizes:
Finished Quilt Sizes:
TWIN
57" x 72"

QUEEN
88" x 88"

KING
100" x 100"

FABRIC QUANTITIES NEEDED
1. Main Background:
Use one fabric for your main background/borders. Something plain or tone on tone is recommended.

TWIN
2 yards (1.8m)

QUEEN
2 3/4 yards (2.6m)

KING
3 1/2 yards (3.25m)

IMPORTANT: Before cutting any of your main background for the blocks, cut off the amount shown below,
parallel to the selvage. This will be used for borders etc.
I recommend that you leave the selvages on both pieces. When cutting strips for the pieces in your blocks, you
will cut perpendicular to the selvage.

TWIN:
Remove an 8" x length of fabric strip (parallel to the
selvage).
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QUEEN: Remove a 12" x length of fabric strip
(parallel to the selvage)

KING: Cut 105" off your piece of fabric, then cut this
piece down to 25" wide

2. Secondary Background.
This is a contrast to your main background. It may be anything from a gentle to a dramatic contrast.
TWIN
3/4 yard (0.7m)

QUEEN
1 1/2 yards (1.4m)

KING
1 1/2 yards (1.4m)

3. Feature fabrics.
Enjoy using a whole variety of your main feature fabrics, play with patterns and colours.
The amount shown is the total of all your fabrics, you can use anywhere from 8 upwards. Fat quarters
are OK. These are the ones that need to sing!
TWIN
2 yards (1.8m)
Or at least 8 FQ's

QUEEN
3 3/4 yards (3.5m)
Or at least 16 FQ's

KING
4 1/2 yards(4.2m)
Or at least 18 FQ's

4. Contrast fabrics.
Use one or a whole variety. These need to contrast with your other fabrics. Fat quarters are OK.
TWIN
1 3/4 yards (1.6m)
Or 7 FQ's

QUEEN
3 yards (2.8m)
Or 12 FQ's

KING
3 3/4 yards (3.5m)
Or 15 FQ's
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To finish your quilt you will also need:
Binding
Wide Backing (108")
Batting

TWIN
5/8 yard (0.6m)
2 yards (1.8m)
65" x 80"

QUEEN
7/8 yard (0.8m)
2 3/4 yards (2.5m)
96" x 96"

RULERS REQUIRED:
Creative Grids CGRT60 or CGRT12560 Triangle Ruler
Creative Grids CGRT30 Half Sixty Ruler
SUGGESTED:
Creative Grids CGRT45 or CGRMSFG4590 half triangle ruler
Creative Grids CGR812 ruler
Clover Roll and Press
Clover Fine Patchwork Pins
Karen Kay Buckley Perfect Scissors
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KING
1 yard (0.9m)
3 yards (2.8m)
108" x 108"

Fabric Selection Examples
Here are some of my fabric choices for this Mystery. You will see these being made in the Facebook
Group, as well as some other combinations. AS you can see, this quilt can be modern, traditional,
bright or subtle in its colouring, it's completely up to you.
If you have a large stash, it's a great way to use your fabrics!

Alison Glass
Sunprints

Main
Background

Secondary
Background

Main
Background

Secondary
Background

Features

Contrasts

French General
Chafarcani

Features

Contrasts
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Karen Lewis
Wayside

Main
Background

Secondary
Background

Main
Background

Secondary
Background

Features

Contrasts

Zen Chic
Day in Paris / Breeze

Features

Contrasts
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